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Robert Wallace: “Improvisation, Asymmetric Warfare, and the Political   
Implications of Jazz”   
  
White trumpeter Nick LaRocca proclaimed to a British interviewer in 1920 that:   
  
 . . .jazz is the assassination, the murdering, the slaying of syncopation. In  
 fact it is a revolution in this kind of music. I even go as far to confess we are  
 musical anarchists. . . our [prodigious] are seldom consistent, every number  
 played by us eclipsing in originality and effect our previous performance.  
 (quoted in Parsonage 135)   
  
1920 was the year LaRocca’s group, the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, brought  
their brand of jazz to England. It was also the year that real anarchists bombed  
Wall Street in what one military-industrial complex company calls the “first major  
improvised explosive device incident in the USA” (an event which LaRocca may  
have been directly referring to). This paper presents an investigation of the term  
“improvised explosive device” as an occasion to rethink the traditionally negative  
connotations that improvisation has had in Euro-American culture—particularly in  
music. What are the connections between the anarchic, revolutionary claims  
made on behalf of improvised music by people as different as a white-  
supremacist trumpet player like LaRocca and, for example, the most well-known  
current representative of jazz trumpet, African American musician Wynton  
Marsalis? And do such claims have anything to do with the etymology that makes  
a “homemade bomb” into an “IED”?   
  
Jesse Stewart: “Freedom How? Musical Improvisation and Social Justice”   
  
In a 2003 essay titled “Freedom Music: Jazz and Human Rights,” I use Isaiah  
Berlin’s famous distinction between negative and positive liberty (epitomized by  
the concepts of freedom from oppression and the freedom to act) as a way of  
theorizing different conceptions of musical freedom in jazz. In the proposed  
paper, I would like to build, in a heuristic way, on the arguments in that earlier  
essay, focusing not on questions of “freedom from” or “freedom to,” but instead  
on the question “freedom how.” How, I will ask, have the concepts of freedom  
and justice been articulated through improvisatory musical practices historically,  
and how do we get from improvised musical freedom(s) to social liberty and  
justice? To answer these questions, I will examine improvisatory modes of music  
making—and some of the discourses surrounding those modes of music  



making—in a number of social/musical locations associated with free jazz, free  
improvisation, and the contemporary transcultural, improvisatory musical  
landscape.   
  
Simon Rose: “The Unknown and Improvisation”   
  
It is my intention that the paper presentation will be of relevance in contributing to  
an interdisciplinary understanding of improvisation. The paper explores and  
elaborates one of the four aspects of the findings from my research project in  
2007 ‘Articulating perspectives on free improvisation for education’. From an  
overall conceptualisation of being I will look at one aspect of the report’s findings;  
the unknown. Grounded theory analysis of interview transcriptions led towards  
the aspect I describe as the unknown as being one of the consistently important  
features of free improvisation in regard to its potential broad applications for  
education. Interviewees consistently cited the unknown character associated with  
engagement in free improvisation as being a key theme. Emerging from analysis,  
in strong relation to the aspect of unknown, were two subsidiary characteristics;  
spirituality and healing. The paper will also explore the ways in which  
interviewees perceived these themes from their engagement with free  
improvisation. The paper explores the significance of the unknown theme for  
education in relation to themes such as hierarchies and inclusion / exclusion. 


